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Executive Summary:
The Hope Inspired Foundation for Women and Youth has continued to promote the welfare and
protection of the rights of women and youths especially those with Disabilities since her
inception in February, 2015. Through advocacies, economic empowerment and entrepreneurship
programmes, capacity building and the mainstreaming of Disability issues in areas of
employment and community participation, to provide the skills and enabling environment they
require for the realization of their potentials.
We have achieved remarkable success since 2015 and have progressively continued to make
impact as we advocate for inclusive development and expansion of our operations to other states
in Nigeria.
This report documents our key activities and successes of 2016 and our projections for 2017.
1. Entrepreneurship Development and Business Startup Project for Women with
Disabilities in Delta State, Nigeria.
In August 2015, HIFWY applied and won a grant of $9000 from the US Department of States
(DOS) through the US Mission in Nigeria, to implement a one-year Entrepreneurship
Development and Business Start Up project for twenty women with Disabilities in Delta state
because women with Disabilities are doubly marginalized and suffer a higher level of neglect, as
reflected in the UN report that women with Disabilities are amongst the poorest of the poor and
about 80% of them are found in developing countries including Nigeria. The project was aimed
at economically empowering 20 Women with Disabilities from 3 senatorial districts of Delta
state, with entrepreneurial skills, enabling them establish and manage businesses for increased
income generation for improved standard of living for them and their families and enhance their
economic participation.
Entrepreneurship and business management trainings, skills acquisition in vocation such as soap
making, hand crafts, agro business were organized for the beneficiaries of the ass well as a
30,000 Naira start up seed capital given to all the beneficiaries to enable them start the chosen
business or strengthen existing ones.
To ensure economic cooperation and financial stability amongst the women, A Multi-purpose
Cooperative Society was registered to ensure their economic sustainability and strengthen the
financial culture amongst them and this has created economic opportunities for other women
with Disabilities in the State. There will be a scale up of the project and establishment of
vocational training centres in selected local government areas to empower more women with
Disabilties in the state in 2017, and expansion of the Cooperative society to benefit other women
outside Delta state.
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A cross section of participants during a session on Entrepreneurship Startup and Business
Development Project held in Warri, Delta State

2. Changing the Dialogue Project for Youths with Disabilities.
Recognizing the challenges encountered in securing gainful employment by youths with
Disabilities in Nigeria and their low involvement in Nigeria’s work force, Changing the Dialogue
Project, an employment advocacy for Youths with Disabilities in Nigeria was implemented by
HIFWY, With a $5000 grant from the Mandela Washington Fellowship/Young Africa’s Leaders
Initiative programme (MWF/YALI) in Nigeria. A Documentary was produced as an advocacy
tool to engage with critical stakeholders with the aimed at redefining Disability by showing life
stories of the day to day functioning of a Person with Disability in the work environment, and
general navigation in society. Promoting their inclusion in Nigeria’s workforce and engendering
positive attitudinal change through practical enlightenment of how Youths With Disabilities can
be effectively integrated in to the workplace and other aspects of society. We partnered with the
Mobility and Accessibility Aids Resource Development Centre (MAARDEC), Verdan zeal
Marketing and Communications LTD and Fellows of the MWF/YALI programme to foster
Fellow collaborations.
Produced by the Verdanzeal Marketing and Communication LTD, the documentary featured
casts such as, Grace Jerry, a 2015 Mandela Washington Fellow and Executive Director of
Inclusive Friends, Dr. Adebukola Adebayo, Executive Director, Human and Organizational
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Resource Development Centre (HORDEC), Michael Fadeyi, Journalist with the Voice of
Nigeria, Cobhams Asuquo, Music Producer and Temitope a welder.
All the casts discussed how they functioned in their work places and suggested measures to
improve the employment of youths with Disabilities in Nigeria.
A Stakeholders forum was organized to officially launch the documentary, and engage with
employers, Ministries, Departments and Agencies (MDAs) in charge of employment, business
executives and the private sector. The Launch took place in Abuja and Lagos respectively.

L – R: US embassy Public Affairs Officer – Darcy Zotter, Founder, Hope Inspired Foundation – Ejiro
Okotie, C.E.O Verdanzeal Marketing and Communications Ltd. – Dipo Adesida, and Mrs Yetunde
Odejayi (Representative of the Deputy Governor of Lagos State – Deputy Governor Idiat Adebule) at
the Launch of the Change the Dialogue Documentary held in Lagos, Nigeria

The Abuja event took place on the 10th of August, 2016, at the US Embassy Abuja, and the
Lagos edition on the 8th of September, 2016, at the US Consulate, Lagos Nigeria.
The Documentary launch in Abuja and Lagos had in attendance heads of the Public Affairs
Section of the US Mission Nigeria, high level government officials including, the Special
Adviser to the Senate President on Gender, the Deputy Governor of Lagos state represented,
Ministries and directorate of Employment, Labour and Productivity, National President of the
Joint National association of Persons with Disabilities (JONAPWD) along with other Disability
experts, Civil Society Organizations (CSOs), the Media as well as Youths with Disabilities and
members of staff of the Public Affairs Section.
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There were paper presentations by seasoned Disability experts, with media coverage of both
events, adequately publicizing the project and helped to heighten public awareness on the
employment advocacy for Youths with Disabilities.
In addition, A Job portal web site was created As part of the innovations of the project, to
address the information gap and difficulties in locating qualified unemployed Youths with
Disabilities by prospective employers, which we believe contributes to the low employment of
youths with Disabilities particularly in the Private sector
The link to the site is: http://jobs.hopeinspiredfoundation.com/. Youths with Disabilities can
create their professional profiles and upload their Curriculum Vitae or Resumes and the site
would be used to engage with employers of labour who may be willing to make their work
environments inclusive. We hope to also build this as a data base of unemployed youths with
Disabilities in Nigeria which can be used not only as a resource but also for further research and
advocacies.
3. InspireLife Project:
This is a school based project aimed at strengthening the capacity of young girls in Secondary
school, enabling them develop a healthy self esteem and acquire life skills such as Assertiveness
skills, negotiation, refusal skills, to enable them make informed decisions in the actualization of
set goals. Researched revealed that young girls with Disabilities suffer and increasingly struggle
with low self esteem due to discrimination and neglect they encounter, hence the need for this
project.
2016 marked the second year of the project which began in 2015 with 17 blind and partially
sighted students of Queen’s College, Lagos Nigeria, and the number of the girls have increased
in 2016 with over twenty-one girls participating.
Trainings were organized all through the year during school session in areas such as Public
speaking and the girls prepared presentation for their peers, decision making amongst other
topics contributed to their educational advancement and self actualization even before they leave
Secondary school. We have recorded remarkable improvements in the interpersonal relations
between the girls and their sighted peers in school, increased participation in school activities
both within and other the school for example, the girls participated in the Lagos Book and Art
Festival presenting poems, songs and engaging in Book reading and dance sessions with their
peers from other schools in attendance as well as actively participating in racing activities during
the Queens College Inter-house Sports competitions.
We however, in 2017 hope to expand the programme to include two more schools, to enable us
reach more young girls.
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4. Annual Girls Camp Event:
The Girls camp is a major activity of the InspireLife project which provides a safe space for
young girls including those with Disabilties to interact, learn and share experiences. Promote
values of inclusion and synergy between the non Disabled girls and those with Disabilties.
The second edition of the annual camp event tagged “Moment of Enlargement”, took place from
Monday, 19 December to Thursday, 22, December 2016 in Surulere Lagos Nigeria.
The camp activities included, visit to the Lekki Conservation Centre and teachings on climate
change and design of eco friendly bags using News papers, as parts of efforts in caring for the
environment, art and bead-making sessions, as well as lectures on leadership, value and value
clarifications, reproductive health, emotional intelligence etc. The different activities exposed the
girls to practical knowledge which contributes to social development and shaping of their ideals
to be productive members of society and values of social inclusion through the effective
interactions between the girls with Disabilities and the non Disabled peers.
Through this annual event, we hope to build a generation of young girls who promote individual
capacity over limitations whether physical or internal.
The event was supported by organizations like the Legend Lions Club of Lagos, La Casera,
Friesland Campina amongst others.

Camp 2016 attendees listening intently to their tour guide at the Lekki Conservation Centre
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Some visually impaired camp attendees learning to make eco-friendly bags from news paper

Some attendees of the girl’s camp 2016 during bead making session.
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Projections for 2017:
In furtherance of our operations, we hope to execute the following programmes/projects:
A) Scale Up of the Entrepreneurship Development and Business Start Up Project in Delta
state.
B) Establishment of three vocational training centres in the three Senatorial Districts of
Delta state.
C) Two-Day Breast and Cervical Cancer Sensitization and Screening programme for 100
Women with Disabilities in Surulere Local Government as part of our Reproductive
Health programme.
D) Continuation and expansion of the InspireLife project from Queens College to 2 other
Secondary Schools.
E) One-day Seminar on Parenting/Women Engagement tagged the Woman Beyond the
Kitchen.
F) Girls Camp Events in April and December 2017.
G) Vocational Training project for 50 Youths with Disabilities in June 2017.
H) Disability Awareness Trainings for Corporations particularly in the Private Sector.
I) Inaguration of HIFWY Advisory Board and so on.
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CONCLUSION
In achieving the 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and in creating the future we want
in Nigeria, there must be progressive advocacies for inclusive developmental societal structures
that encourages equal participation for all. We hope for a country, where Youths with
Disabilities are able to maximize their potentials and achieve their dreams with dignity in an
enabling environment to make their own meaningful contributions to Nigeria’s economy.
Lastly, we use this opportunity to appreciate our funders US Department of States (DOS)/US
Mission Nigeria, Mandela Washington Fellowship Alumni Association of Nigeria, individual
financial donors, our partners and Collaborators that supported us in 2016 including but not
limited to:
The Government Ministries, Departments and Agencies (MDAs), Friesland Campina Wampco
Limited, La Casera Company Plc, the Legend Lions Club of Lagos, Lekki Conservation Centre,
IOA Consults, all our CSO partners, Queens College, Old Girls Association Class of 79,
Facilitators and all our amazing volunteer team.
We value your immense contributions towards improving the lives of women and youths
especially those with Disabilities and we look forward to more collaborations and impactful
working relationships in 2017.
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